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Motivated by our different
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can be chaD8ed to reflect a
just and democratic use of
the universe's bounty; we
believe in the value of work
that contributes to the
common 8ood; and in the
healin8 influence of respect
for the differences as well as
the commonness of human
experience.
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Politics and Religion

in the United States

MICHAEL WALZER
The United States is the most religious country in the Western
world, if we judge by the number of people who say they believe in God, the number who say they go to church regularly,
and so on. Researchers doubt the accuracy of these self-reports,
but they are all we have. Has the number of affirmative responses
increased? Yes, but not by any great amount; relative to European believers and churchgoers, there is a dramatic gap, and the
gap may have grown; it has certainly grown relative to our expectations about the secularizing tendencies of modern ity-what
we expected, after all, was a steady decline in both belief and
ritual practice. The theory of secularization was for many years
the common sense of liberals and leftists. Because the decl ine didn't happen, because
the secularization process never reached its expected end, we really can't be in the
post-secular age that is so much talked about in Europe. Looking at the strength of our
churches in everyday American life, you would have to say that we never had a
secular age.
But there has been a change in the last decades: evangelical, fundamentalist Protestants and conservative Catholics have been politically mobilized in wai~ that have
significantly affected our politics. This sort of thing isn't entirely new: the campaign
for Prohibition was a Christian social movement; the civil rights struggle was organized out of black Baptist churches and led by Baptist preachers. But the scale seems
different now, and the range of issues is wider, for it includes virtually every aspect of
family life: abortion, gay marriage, adoption by gay couples or by interfaith or interracial couples, the role of women in the home, the rights of parents over the education
of their ch iIdren-and there is probably more to come.
But in the struggle over these sorts of questions, it is hard to separate out the influence
of religious fervor from a more generalized cultural conservatism-and both of these
from anti-el ite resentments. The cu Itural wars that began in the 1960s are widely
viewed in the United States as an attack by the liberal vanguard on the rear guard of
ordinary Americans. The vanguard thought that it was leading the country in a new
direction and didn't notice how many people were not following. Still, religious preachers and evangelists have played a large part in providing an ideology of resistance to
changes in social roles and practices. Perhaps another way of expressing their impor-
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tance is this: many working-class Americans who once took
their political cues from their unions now take their cues from
their churches.
At least with regard to the United States, the theory of secularization was simply wrong-which
means that we live not in a
post-secular age but in a post-secularization age. We need a
new theory. Of course, it is also possible to adopt a new time
frame for the old theory-as Marxist theoreticians have done
again and again. And that may be the right thing to do in this
case. After all, people Iive very comfortably with the technologies made possible by modern science, and so it seems right to
ask, For how long can they sustain a pre-scientific worldview?
I don't know the answer to that question, but I worry that cognitive dissonance has more staying power than we might think.
Assume that the worry is right and that there isn't goi ng to be a
demobilization of religion or a secularization of our society in
the near future. How should we, on the American left, respond
to a politicized fundamentalist Christianity? (That's our problem; politicized fundamentalist Islam is a problem in many
parts of the world, including Europe; politicized fundamentalist Hinduism is a problem in India; politicized fundamentalist
Judaism in Israel, and so on.l.Separation is the standard American Iiberal response, first worked out in the eighteenth century
by people who looked back to/the politicized religions of the
seventeenth century. I am a committed separationist. Is this a
secular doctrine? In the United States, at least, it has been entirely compatible with a great flourishing of religion in civil
society; indeed, I would argue that it is a key reason for the
flourishing of religion. The United States has not experienced
a fierce anti-clerical politics because we have kept our clerics
focused on communion, salvation, and good works. And we
have not experienced inter-rei igious confl ict because no rei i~
gion has hadsanv hope of using political power against the
others. So, for the sake of rei igion as well as democratic pol itics, we have to defend the "wall" between church and state.
Here, as in other areas, left politics is defensive these days.
And that's a hard politics; we need to be very clear about what
we are defending.

Defending the Wall of Separation
The "wall" makes for an institutional separation, not a doctrinal one. We can insist on denyi ng to all rei igions the coercive
power of the state-which also means protecting all religions
from the coercive power of the state. But we can't prevent
citizens from drawing on their religious beliefs to shape their
pol itics. There are Iiberal theorists who argue that theRawlsian
doctrine of "public reason" or its Habermasian equivalent,
"ideal speech," excludes religious argument from the political
arena. Neither Rawls nor Habermas bel ieves this, but the argument is common nonetheless. On this view, no politicians
or political activists should appeal to authoritative religious texts
or make arguments that hang on religious dogma; they must
always speak in universally accessible ways.
That strikes me as a dubious claim; indeed, I don't remember
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anyone on the left maki ng it when Marti~' Luther King, [r., insisted, for example, that we were all created in the image of
God, or when abolitionists mobilized Protestant opinion against
slavery,
or when
preachers of the social
gospel provided supWhat we want to
port for progressive
avoid is any
pol icies, or when the
American Cathol ic
establishment or
bishops issued their
entrenchment of a
critical
statements
about nucl ear deterparticular religion or
rence and economic
of religion in general,
justice. It isn't possible
in our public life. But
in a democratic society to censor political
we can't avoid the
speech or to ru Ie out
enactment of
citations of favorite
texts. Maybe the delegislation inspired by
sign of the electoral
particular religious
system can push polidoctrines, any more
ticians toward more
widely accessible arthan we can avoid the
guments (this may be
enactment of
an argument against
proportional
reprelegislation inspired by
sentation, which ena particular ideology.
courages the mobil ization of ethnic and
religious communities). There is no other
way, however, to narrow the range of legitimate argument.
And, in any case, that's not what separation requires.
What we want to avoid is any establ ishment or entrenchment
of a particular religion, or of religion in general, in our public
life. But we can't avoid the enactment of legislation. inspired
by particular religious doctrines, any more than we can avoid
the enactment of legislation inspired by a particular ideology.
Democratic politics makes both these enactments possible.
Consider the ideological analogy: a political party with, say, a
socialist or laissez-faire ideology can win an election and enact its program. But it can't make its program info a public
school catechism anymore than it can make the date of its founding into a state holiday. For those latter moves would represent the "establishment" of an ideology. Similarly, a Christian
Democratic Party can win an election and enact its program,
which may be inspired in part by religious doctrine, but it can't
teach its doctrine in the public schools. It can't use its temporary hold on state power to repress or discriminate against other
political parties with other doctrines. I don't mean to suggest
an analogy between parties and churches, because parties are
political from the beginning and churches are not. But it is
useful to point out that we separate religious doctrine from
state power in roughly the same way as we separate ideology
from state power. We can protect ourselves against rei igious
or ideological establishments, but we can't bar either rei igious
or ideological speech from political debates.

